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Abstract. Discovering data dependencies consists in producing the whole
set of a given class of data dependencies holding in a database, the task of
selecting the interesting ones being usually left to an expert user. In this
paper we take another look at the problems of discovering inclusion and
functional dependencies in relational databases. We define rigourously
the so-called logical navigation from a workload of sql statements. This
assumption leads us to devise tractable algorithms for discovering “in-
teresting” inclusion and functional dependencies.

1 Introduction and related works

The problem of discovering data dependencies can be formulated as follows:
given a database instance, find all non-trivial data dependencies satisfied by that
particular instance [9].

These problems are known to be hard, at least in the worst case [9]. Existing
KDD approaches consist in producing the whole set of dependencies holding in
a database [4, 1, 8, 3].

Nevertheless, some of the discovered dependencies can be accidental or er-
roneous: The task of selecting the “interesting” dependencies is left to an ex-
pert user. More generally, the issue of interestingness of discovered knowledge is
known to be quite hard in data mining [6, 10].

Example 1. Consider the relations Instructor and Department of Table 1. An
inclusion dependency holds from Instructor[rank] to Department[dnumber]. How-
ever, the attributes rank and dnumber do not represent the same information:
rank gives the level of qualification of instructors whereas dnumber is an inte-
ger denoting the chronology of creation of departments. This kind of inclusion
dependency is erroneous and dangerous to use in database applications: for in-
stance, it does not make sense to enforce a referential integrity constraint from
Instructor[rank] to Department[dnumber].
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Instructor
ssn status rank
1 Assoc. Prof 1
2 Prof. 2
3 Assist. 1
4 Assist. 2
5 Prof. 2
6 Prof. 1
7 Assoc. Prof. 1

TeachesIn
ssn dnum year depname
1 1 85 Biochemistry
1 5 94 Admission
2 2 92 C.S
3 2 98 C.S
4 3 98 Geophysics
5 1 75 Biochemistry
6 5 88 Admission

Department
dnumber dname mgr

1 Biochemistry 5
2 C.S. 2
3 Geophysics 2
4 Medical center 10
5 Admission 12
6 Genetic 6

Table 1. A relational database

In this paper, we consider the problem of finding “interesting” dependencies
from the set of all functional and inclusion dependencies holding in a database.

We argue that “interesting” dependencies concern duplicate attribute se-
quences1 that are used to link together the relation schemas in a database
schema. Such attribute sequences form the so-called logical navigation in a
database schema.

Duplicate attribute sequences are usually used as access paths to navigate in
a relational database schema. When querying a relational database, users have
to explicitly specify logical access paths between relation schemas [7].

Given a workload of sql statements, the intuition is to say that we have to
capture communicating attributes, i.e., attribute sequences involved in sql join
statements. The obtainment of such a workload is rather simple in recent rdbms
(cf. next Section).

Example 2. The inclusion dependency Instructor[rank] ⊆ Department[dnumber] given
in Example 1 cannot be deduced using the logical navigation. Indeed, it is reason-
able to assume that the attributes rank and dnumber will probably never be used
together in a join condition to relate instructors to departments. Conversely, the
pairs of attributes (Instructor[ssn], TeachesIn[ssn]) and (Department[dnumber], Teach-
esIn[dnum]) will certainly occur in a join condition. Therefore, the inclusion depen-
dencies TeachesIn[ssn] ⊆ Instructor[ssn] and TeachesIn[dnum] ⊆ Department[dnumber]
could be found out.

Therefore, we formally define the logical navigation inherently available in
relational databases thanks to an sql workload. By this way, two hard problems
are solved in the same time:

– the number of candidate dependencies is reduced drastically,
– no expert user has to be involved to distinguish interesting dependencies.

Paper organization The logical navigation is formally defined in Section 2. We
point out how to discover inclusion and approximate dependencies in Section 3,
and functional dependencies in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.

Due to lack of space, we refer the reader to text books such as [9] for relational
database concepts.

1 ordered set of attributes
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2 The logical navigation

We define the logical navigation w.r.t. a set of join queries on a given database.
Informally, a logical navigation is a binary relation which associates an attribute
sequence Ri.X with another attribute sequence Rj .Y such that X and Y appear
together in a join condition.

Details of discovering a logical navigation from an operational database go
beyond the scope of this paper. In this section, we only give some clues to cope
with this task.

To find out the logical navigation, a simple solution is to have a workload
of sql statements which is representative of the system. In modern dbms, such
representative workload can be generated by logging activity on the server and
filtering the events we want to monitor [2]. For instance, this task can be achieved
using the profiler under ms sql server 7.0 or the trace utilities under
oracle 8.

We represent uniformly the pairs of attribute sequences used in a join condi-
tion in a set called Q. An element of Q is denoted by Ri[A1..Ak] �� Rj [B1..Bk]
and indicates that each attribute Ri[Al], for l ∈ [1, k], is compared with an
attribute Rj [Bl] in a join condition.

We give now a formal definition of the logical navigation.

Definition 1. Let R be a relational database schema and U be the set of its
attributes. Let Q be the set of pairs of attribute sequences extracted from a rep-
resentative sql workload on a database r over R.
The logical navigation of R, denoted by nav, is a binary relation over 2U × 2U

defined by:

nav(Ri.X, Rj .Y )
def
= ∃q ∈ Q s.t. q = Ri[X] �� Rj [Y ]

nav is symmetric but neither reflexive nor transitive. Let nav∗ be the reflexive
transitive closure of nav. nav∗ becomes an equivalence relation and let πnav∗ be
the set of equivalence classes of nav∗. By this way, each equivalence class captures
duplicated attribute sequences.

Note that computing the reflexive transitive closure of nav can be achieved
in O(n3) (e.g. Warshall algorithm) where n is the number of attribute sequences
implied in nav.

Example 3. Consider the database given in Table 1. From a representative work-
load of this database, the set Q should be:

Q=

⎧⎨
⎩

Instructor[ssn] �� TeachesIn[ssn],
Department[dnumber] �� TeachesIn[dnum],

Instructor[ssn] �� Department[mgr]

⎫⎬
⎭

Thus, the set of equivalence classes is:

πnav∗=
{

{ Instructor[ssn], Department[mgr], TeachesIn[ssn]},
{Department[dnumber], TeachesIn[dnum]}

}
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We sketch in the two following sections how the logical navigation will give
us valuable clues to discover interesting inclusion dependencies (Section 3) and
interesting functional dependencies (Section 4).
In the sequel, the input parameters of these discovery tasks are a database r over
a database schema R and the logical navigation πnav∗ .

3 Application to inclusion and approximate dependencies
discovery

Binary combinations of attribute sequences of each equivalence class of πnav∗

will deliver approximate inclusion dependencies.

Whatever the database instance, we know exactly the number of pair (R.X, S.Y )
from which approximate inclusion dependencies will be inferred. Indeed, each
equivalence class of n elements will deliver C2

n = n(n − 1)/2 candidates. The
number of database accesses is bounded by the following property.

Property 1. Let l be the number of equivalence classes of πnav∗ . Let Ci be the
ith equivalence class of πnav∗ , i ∈ [1, l] and ki = |Ci|. The number of pair implied
by πnav∗ is equal to

∑l
i=1 ki(ki − 1)/2.

Database accesses Let us introduce approximate inclusion dependencies based
on the error measure g3 [5]. The idea is to count the minimal number of tuples
we have to remove (from the relation of the left-hand side) to obtain a relation
that satisfies the dependency. Then, the error g3 of an approximate inclusion
dependency is defined as:

g3(Ri[Y ] ⊆ Rj [Z]) = 1−max{|s||s ⊆ ri and Ri[Y ] ⊆ Rj [Z ] holds in s and rj }
|ri|

In the sequel, approximate inclusion dependencies will be parameterized by their
error g3 i.e. Ri[Y ] ⊆g3 Rj [Z ].

From a pair of attribute sequences, it remains to find out the direction of the
associated inclusion dependency and to compute its error.
We decide to determine the direction of an approximate inclusion dependency
between two attribute sequences induced by πnav∗ by comparing the number of
their distinct values.

Let C be an equivalence class of πnav∗ and let Ri.X and Rj .Y be two attribute
sequences of C. If |πX(ri )| ≤ |πY (rj )| then the direction of the approximate
inclusion dependency is from Ri to Rj .

It remains to compute the error measure g3. In fact, the maximal subset s
of the relation ri for which the inclusion dependency Ri[X ] ⊆ Rj [Y ] holds
is given by the semi-join (denoted by the symbol �) between X and Y , i.e.
g3(Ri[X ] ⊆ Rj [Y ]) = 1 − |ri �(X=Y ) rj |/|ri |.

Given a pair of attribute sequences, we can effectively determine the exis-
tence of approximate inclusion dependency by performing sql queries against
the database.
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Example 4. Assume that we want to compute the error associated with the
inclusion dependency Department[mgr] ⊆g3 Instructor[ssn]. From Table 1, we have:
|Department �(mgr=ssn) Instructor| = 4 and |Department| = 6. Therefore, the error
g3 is equal to 1/3.

Within this framework, an algorithm has been devised to discover approxi-
mate inclusion dependencies from πnav∗ in [11].

Example 5. For instance, the following approximate inclusion dependencies can
be discovered:
I = {TeachesIn[ssn] ⊆0 Instructor[ssn], TeachesIn[dnum] ⊆0 Department[dnumber],
Department[mgr] ⊆1/3 Instructor[ssn], Department[mgr] ⊆1/3 TeachesIn[ssn]}

4 Application to functional dependencies discovery

Each attribute sequences of each equivalence class of πnav∗ will possibly deliver
left-hand sides of interesting functional dependencies. As for inclusion depen-
dencies, the following property bounds the number of candidates.

Property 2. Let l be the number of equivalence classes of πnav∗ . Let Ci be the
ith equivalence class of πnav∗ , i ∈ [1, l] and ki = |Ci|. The number of left-hand
sides implied by πnav∗ is equal to

∑l
i=1 ki.

Database accesses From a given left-hand side X of a relation schema R, the can-
didate right-hand sides are in R\X. Let A ∈ R\X, the functional dependencies
R : X → A holds in r iff |πX∪A(r)| = |πX(r)| [3].

Such tests can be easily performed with sql queries.

Example 6. From the set πnav∗given in Example 3, the following exact functional
dependencies can be carried out by querying the database given in Table 1:
Instructor : ssn −→ status, rank
TeachesIn : dnum −→ depname
Department : dnumber −→ dname, mgr

5 Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is to define rigourously the logical navigation
inherently available in relational databases. From it, tractable algorithms for
discovering “interesting” functional and inclusion dependencies can be devised.

In [12], we showed that such dependencies are useful to reverse engineer first
normal form relational databases.

It must be clear that only a subset of all possible functional and inclusion de-
pendencies is discovered from the logical navigation. In our opinion, the missing
inclusion dependencies (those which cannot be deduced from the logical naviga-
tion) seem to be of little interest in database applications. However, some missing
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functional dependencies can be interesting: For example, the dependency Teach-
esIn : ssn,dnum −→ year, which holds in the relation TeachesIn given in Table 1, is
not revealed by the logical navigation. We are currently working on the design
of efficient algorithms to discover a small cover of the functional dependencies
holding in a relation .

Currently, we are working on an implementation of a tool to manage the
logical navigation for aiding the database administrator both for re-organizing
its database schema thanks to inclusion and functional dependencies and for
inquiring data consistency from such dependencies.
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